
Our retail future: 
A data-driven landscape on and offline



Digital transformation has been evolving the way brands engage with 
consumers for some time – driving greater awareness of activity, 
attribution, and attraction across multiple touchpoints. 

But, where retail’s concerned, digital transformation isn’t just about 
creating an eCommerce platform. Simply moving a store online won’t 
save its bacon. Today’s retail marketers need to be everywhere their 
customers are – online, offline, and everywhere in between.

“Physical retail is absolutely here to stay 
and will not go away. But it will change. 
It will progress into something friendlier 
and experiential. And that journey’s 
already started.” 
Ali Rezvan, Retail Industry Executive, Microsoft

Introduction

They need to focus on optimising the entire customer journey – 
understanding and being able to respond to interest; getting an 
insight into how, where, and when purchases are made. 

This means having the right data and being able to use it to inform 
and create moment-based marketing. 

In this whitepaper, we’ll take a closer look at some of the realities, 
challenges, and opportunities facing retailers right now and explore 
how they can futureproof their marketing efforts by focusing on the 
overall customer experience (CX).

We’ll also be looking at the role that customer data platforms (CDPs) 
play in helping retail marketers not only understand their customers’ 
behaviours – but how they can leverage them to best effect and 
actively address them.

As a Microsoft Gold Partner, with Microsoft’s CDP platform 
Dynamics 365 Customer Insights we’ll also explore CI’s 
broad range of capabilities, and how they can support the 
retailers of tomorrow.
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Goodbye To  
‘Gambling on Eyeballs’
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Goodbye To  
‘Gambling on Eyeballs’

Retail marketing – like all marketing – continues to transform from the 
inside out. It’s no longer concerned with ‘interruption’ as a means of 
grabbing attention. 

In fact, it’s no longer interested in grabbing attention at all. That’s 
far too great an intrusion. Retailers, manufacturers, marketers, even 
farmers know it. And consumers know it better than anyone. 

Few retail marketers are prepared to continually broadcast brand 
messages in the vain hope that those interested in what they’re selling 
will come buying. And if they do take that path, then they do so in a 
much more measured and strategic way.

They realise that pushing their brand is just the start of the funnel to 
conversion. They’re not simply gambling on eyeballs. They don’t need to.

Why? Because they have access to data at an unparalleled level.

The advent of data and digital marketing has given retail marketers 
something much more valuable than advertising, assumptions,  
and assertions. 

It’s given them accuracy. It’s allowed them to identify their audiences, 
understand their buying behaviours, and target them with the right 
messages across numerous channels.

That is, of course, if the data’s handled correctly. 

“The days of generic messaging are 
over. The amount of interaction gained 
when something is personal and 
meaningful to the individual consumer 
ramps up considerably.”
Ali Rezvan, Retail Industry Executive, Microsoft
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Unlocking the  
power of data 
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Unlocking the  
power of data ’

Let’s be honest, where Big Data’s concerned, obtaining it isn’t the 
challenge. The broader challenge is ‘doing something’ with it. Getting a 
handle on it – all of it – can seem, well, complicated.

The truth is, it can be. Modern retailers are likely to have many different 
data sources – from website visits to social media clicks, email open 
rates to in-store loyalty card sign ups. 

Together, all of these create an accurate composite picture. But 
separately, they’re simply silos of information which, while useful in 
their own right, don’t tell the whole story. 

There’s a need to use data from all retail sources in a consistent and 
unified way. The challenge lies in uniting all of these different sources 
of insight to get a single view of every customer. 

Being able to do so unlocks a huge opportunity for retail marketers. 
It gives them the ability to map a personalised journey across their 
customers’ numerous online and offline interactions before acting on 
them in a way that optimises overall experience.

But getting to this point – being able to actually declare that, indeed, 
there’s a sizable amount of data to be gathered – will be different for each 
brand. They’re at different places in their digital transformation journey. 

While this is to be expected, what matters most is setting a plan in 
motion – whether a brand’s just starting out or they’re a stalwart of the 
British High Street. 

But how do you set a customer data strategy in motion? 

“Often you’ll find that retailers have 
eCommerce as well as retail stores, so 
they’ll have till receipts as well as other 
data – but it’s not joined together. Where 
do they begin? How do they start to kind 
of unify all of that? And what should 
they be focusing on?”
Joe Woods, Founder, Loop Kin + Carta
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beyond eCommerce
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CDPs: Reaching  
beyond eCommerce

With shops shutting and staff headcounts dwindling, should retailers 
double down on eCommerce only? Surely an online-only presence 
would give retailers much more reliable, readily accessible data?

Absolutely not. The upheaval for retailers to go all-in on eCommerce – 
without a strong existing online offering – could be the final nail in the 
coffin for those teetering on the edge. 

As we’ve already noted, digital doesn’t just mean eCommerce. Getting 
a complete picture of success means unifying numerous sources of 
information. But accessing these requires the use of a customer data 
platform (CDP).

The CDP Institute defines CDPs as “a packaged software that 
creates a persistent, unified customer database that is accessible 
to other systems”. 

Designed to gather data from lots of different sources, CDPs also 
map the resulting data to a statistical model, merge it all together, and 
present a unified single view of a person that a retailer might have 
across their business.

They may well have both eCommerce and point of sale systems, as well 
as loyalty cards, branded apps – events even – and other assorted pots 
of customer data. But a CDP brings everything together in one place. 

However, the key difference between CDPs and other data aggregation 
platforms – if you hadn’t guessed it already – is the ability to 
specifically identify individual customers. While this level of granular 
insight is exactly what retail marketers need, it also comes with 
compliance caveats: namely GDPR in the UK and EU. 

Retailers are learning that moving closer to the customer is the 
most important thing they can do. But customers need to opt-in 
for retailers to collate, store, and use their personal data. And while 
many consumers are content to do so, there needs to be a mutually 
beneficial rationale. What will customers get from retailers if they allow 
them to use their data?

This value exchange quandary underpins a lot of modern marketing. 
However, as many retailers already know, having a loyalty scheme in 
place is a great way of being granted permission to target. The benefit 
here is that the more retail marketers know about their customers, the 
more personalised their interactions and rewards become.

That said, even when dealing with anonymised customer data, CDP 
platforms can still provide enormous value for retailers: such as the 
ability to identify market trends and demographic ‘tribes’ – as well as 
the correlations between these. 
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Data and consumer trends: 
Retail’s role post-lockdown
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Data and consumer trends: 
Retail’s role post-lockdown

We can’t deny that the COVID-19 pandemic has completely thrown 
all aspects of our lives and work significantly off-balance. However, 
efforts to recalibrate things have unearthed some admittedly 
uncomfortable home truths for many.

As it turns out, those of us who can work remotely, would in fact like to 
do so more regularly – permanently, in fact. It’s a similar story where 
shopping’s concerned. 

While there’s been a consistent year-on-year rise in online retail for 
some time, the fact that 25% of British shoppers plan to switch to 
online shopping permanently means that right now bricks and mortar 
store fortunes are under threat like never before. 

While the list of fallen retailers continues to rise alarmingly, never in 
recent years has there been such a visible impact on the economy. 
Even during the 2008 recession, when – looking at UK stats from 
the Centre For Retail Research – some 5,800 stores were affected, 
compared with 2020’s 4,200 casualties, the number of employees 
affected reached just over 75,000. So far, this year (up to 6th 
November), nearly 83,000 people have been impacted. 

What the overall impact on this year’s holiday shopping season 
revenues will be remains to be seen. According to reports, it’s clear 
that online retail will benefit further. 

“25% of British 
shoppers plan 

to switch to 
online shopping 

permanently”

25%
75%
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https://kami.app/EAj2T6Hsu3WA


However, those bricks and mortar retailers able to weather the storm 
have a unique opportunity to ready themselves for when lockdown 
restrictions lift. It may well be that the traditional last minute dash to 
the shops can still take place this year. 

More likely is that there will be an increase in buy online, pick up in 
store (BOPIS) purchases. Also, with less money spent on holidays in 
the summer, there could be a final upturn toward the end of 2020 – 
and another at the start of 2021.

Now is the time for retailers to act – to begin their data innovation 
journey sooner rather than later, to ride the wave of interest as far as 
they can, so that they can hit the ground running.

“In recent months, the store has been 
unable to fulfill its basic function. As a 
result, eCommerce became this sort of 
four by four grid selling – offering the 
same standard of service to customers 
irrespective of whether they’d spent £10 or 
£1,000. Somehow in digital, people forget 
the aspect of the customer.” 
Ali Rezvan, Retail Industry Executive, Microsoft
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Aligning data with your  
brand’s ‘North Star’ 
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What matters more than having masses of data? Having the right data. 

But what is the right data? It’s not just data that’s compliant, clean, and 
coherent – though all of those things are essential. The right data is aligned 
with a brand’s overall strategy or – to borrow a buzzword – its ‘North Star’.

Data should always be used to inform decision-making and continuous 
improvement. While being able to do this across, say, 20,000 data 
points is completely possible with the right IT infrastructure, AI, and 
automation tools, unless the insight gleaned is geared towards a 
specific ambition, the right data will fail to materialise. 

Aligning data with your 
brand’s ‘North Star’ 

Sometimes less is more. Understanding, rewarding, and personalising 
communications for the 500 customers that regularly make large 
purchases is much more effective than blanket emailing 20,000 
inactive customers who once spent €5 ten years ago. But again, that’s 
only if the retailer’s marketing strategy is geared towards frequent 
spending, rather than activating dormant customers.

Knowing customer ‘tribes’ – understanding different types of  
buyers – can be useful too. But treating them as groups rather than 
individuals when it comes to active engagement doesn’t fit with 
personalisation expectations. 

Data’s role in any retail marketing strategy should be closely linked to 
expected outcomes. But that means setting expectations and being 
prepared to have them challenged. 

Essentially, for data to do its job, marketers need to ask the right 
questions and adapt their approach in line with the answers given. 

“Personalisation is not about 
acknowledging that someone has made 
a purchase, or how that purchase is 
linked to the brand. It’s actually about 
understanding the foundations of their 
relationship with a company and how  
it’s established.”
Josh Hull, Principal Consultant, Edit Kin + Carta 
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The continuing  
quest for customer  
experience nirvana
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Thinking back to the early 2000s, when eCommerce was first thrust 
into the limelight, there was a reluctance by many retailers to fully 
embrace it. 

This was partly down to the fact that some felt that while eCommerce 
was deemed fine for books and CDs (remember them?), clothing 
and apparel was a different story entirely. After all, who’d buy clothes 
without first trying them on for size?

The continuing quest for 
customer experience 
nirvana

“20 years ago brands were, I wouldn’t 
say reluctant, but certainly a lot more 
suspicious of eCommerce’s long-term 
viability. Retailers were generally very 
siloed in how they viewed their customer 
message and engagement. And the 
eCommerce team weren’t given the same 
level of respect as the rest of the business.”
Joe Woods, Founder, Loop Kin + Carta 

Nonetheless, many other retailers spun out their own online stores – 
often in the vain hope that their ‘spinoff’ could reach the same heady 
heights as other tech firms at the time. 

But even when the bubble burst, eCommerce didn’t disappear. And 
over time it became an essential showcase for many brands – a 
marketing channel with which to lure buyers into their  
retail emporiums.

Fast-forward two decades and it seems that the reverse is happening. 
With online revenues exceeding bricks and mortar sales – a steady 
trend exacerbated by the pandemic – and given that many retailers 
have well-established multichannel presences, it’s clear that the 
customer journey is shifting – and by extension, the overall  
customer experience.

If engagement defined the early years of customer experience, what’s 
next? As we’ve outlined, for retailers to fully comprehend buyer 
behaviour, they need a clear idea of attribution – which path each 
customer took to conversion, what channels they used, where they 
made their purchase, and where they collected it from. 

This kind of knowledge is what will drive marketers’ agenda forward in 
their quest for customer experience nirvana. 
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A new role for  
bricks & mortar
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Building a brand in 2020 is just as much about creating a community 
as creating an identity. 

Brands sell through a myriad of partners and distributors. But that doesn’t 
mean they shouldn’t focus on a direct-to-consumer route to market 
too. All of these touchpoints and interaction opportunities provide 
essential attribution data that ultimately give marketers many different 
perspectives on consumers-as-a-group and consumers-as-individuals. 

Accepting that the physical store is a signpost rather than a 
destination is part of this broader worldview. 

But what of bricks and mortar retail stores? Retail as a phenomenon 
has been around for some 100 years. Does that mean an actual 
store has no place in a digital-first, data-driven, post-COVID world?  
Perhaps we should think about what stores offer and what they do – 
rather than don’t – excel at.

Shops give consumers a place to try out and instantly access 
products: somewhere where things can be returned and repaired. 
They’re somewhere brands can be experienced. They can provide 
personalised services – a human face to interact with.

It’s clear they can’t give consumers the same level of discovery or 
browsing power as their online presences. Nor can they elicit reams 
of trusted reviews from satisfied customers in the same way. But they 
can reinforce a brand’s commitment to quality. 

In order to thrive as part of the multichannel mix, perhaps we need to 
think of stores as ‘experience centres’. What’s to stop cosmetic firms 
from opening salons – somewhere consumers go for treatments and 
leave with a fresh new look and a monthly product subscription? Why 
shouldn’t electronics companies (no names mentioned) present their 
repair shops as a place where already loyal customers can get their 
hands on the latest innovations?

It’s a mindset shift many are now taking – fully acknowledging that 
while customers will shop around for competitively priced versions of 
their products – brand affiliations are long term relationships.

A new role for bricks & mortar

“Imagine a long-standing retail store customer who 
uses your loyalty system – with a high tier and loads 
of points. When they go online and add something 
to their basket, they don’t get the discount they 
usually expect. You’re not actually treating them 
any differently to any other customer. 

“You’ve also not met their expectations because 
they’ve given you lots of data by using your loyalty 
system and you’re not making use of it in the 
eCommerce platform.”
Alex Holt, Associate Director, Edit Kin + Carta
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Looking ahead
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As we’ve learned, retail marketers are tasked with trying to make their 
organisations customer-centric and delivering a seamless, joined-up, 
personalised experience across all touchpoints and channels. 

It’s no small feat. And given the fact many realise that somehow it’s 
possible to extract crucial insights – through the use of AI, automation, 
machine learning, and so on – it’s no surprise that a lot of marketers 
struggle through data analysis to get a better understanding of 
customer behaviour.

The truth is, without the right technology infrastructure in place, this 
stuff is hard. 

Equipping retailers for the challenges ahead, helping them to understand 
what they need and how they should configure all of their channels, data, 
and marketing efforts is unique to each business – and requires the same 
level of personalisation as they need to offer their customers.

Looking ahead

“If your experience sucks, it’s just 
another Google search before I can find 
a replacement to you. And if I don’t have 
that brand affinity, if you don’t have my 
loyalty, then you are a commodity.”
Joe Woods, Founder, Loop Kin + Carta 

Let’s not forget that we’re all living in an age of massive transformation 
– something that extends beyond the much discussed ‘digital.’ Change 
is constant. Embracing this is the only way that retailers will be able to 
move forward. 

But that doesn’t mean they need to be ahead of the game. It simply 
means they need to be active participants. 

Ultimately though, it’s a team effort. 
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Microsoft has built a sophisticated, powerful, and user-friendly 
customer data platform, Microsoft Customer Insights (CI), which in just 
two years has gone from a standing start to being acknowledged as a 
leader by Forrester Wave™, receiving the highest Net Promoter Score 
from client references.

CI has several core strengths unmatched by other offerings. As well 
as security, stability and extensive data connectors, perhaps most 
important is its ability to integrate with the Microsoft stack. CI sits in 
a unique place within Microsoft’s three core cloud offerings – Modern 
Workplace, Azure, and Business Applications that include Dynamics 
365 and the Power Platform.

Microsoft Dynamics 365 
Customer Insights Essentially, CI bridges all of these. It uses Modern Workplace’s 

organisation-level security and role-based permission, exchanges data 
and uses both AI and machine learning via Azure. And it seamlessly 
connects with Business Apps – which offers unique capabilities to 
sales and marketing professionals. 

 

In addition to a holistic, on-demand 360 
degree view of the customer through Dynamics 
365, using the Power Platform it’s possible to 
build effective applications to leverage that 
data in a way that will enhance the customer 
experience on an individual level. 
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“Customer Insights is about putting 
control back in the customer’s hand, 
about how they want to have that 
relationship. And more importantly, how 
the brand or retailer is consuming that.”
Ali Rezvan, Retail Industry Executive, Microsoft

“Where data’s concerned, the Microsoft 
proposition is that you can understand 
everything from individual transaction 
frequency to which touchpoints were 
engaged at a singular customer view 
level. You can fluidly move from data to 
insights to actions.”

Josh Hull, Principal Consultant, Edit Kin + Carta 
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For example, imagine being able to transfer customers’ in-store visit 
data into an email database – using an automation flow to follow up 
with them after their visit, asking them about the experience, and 
rewarding them for their loyalty.

Or how about building a mobile application that allows shop assistants 
to offer a more personalised experience by putting a shopper’s 
previous purchases in the palm of their hand. 

This kind of omnichannel experience is going to be increasingly 
important for retailers of all kinds moving forward. But this level of 
aggregation, automation, and personalisation isn’t something that’s 
going to be possible in a few years time – it’s available right now: 
through the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Insights platforms.
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“If you want to deliver a personalised experience in-
store, the biggest challenge is how do you identify 
who the people in your store are? And how do 
you empower in-store colleagues to deliver that 
personalised experience?

“It’s relatively easy to build a Power app that would 
connect to Customer Insights – allowing in-store teams 
to look up a customer and immediately be surfaced 
with their purchase history and some AI-driven 
recommended products, discounts, and promotions.” 
Alex Holt, Associate Director, Edit Kin + Carta 

Find out more about Microsoft Customer Insights

Find out more
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Tailored customer 
experience solutions for 
ambitious retailers 

At Edit, our role is to help retail marketers assess their 
data maturity, to explore which technologies and 
platforms are best suited to helping them fulfil their 
overall customer experience strategy, implement the 
right solution, and help them create a roadmap for 
continuous improvement.

First and foremost, we’re marketers ourselves – not IT 
service providers or systems integrators. We’re part 
of the global Kin+Carta family and are proud to hold 
Microsoft Gold Partner status.

Design buttons Lets connect...
T: 01225 480480  

E: hello@edit.co.uk
W: www.edit.co.uk

  

Find out more about Microsoft Customer Insights

Discover our Microsoft Partner solutions

Get in touch with the Edit team
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